
Reading  Week of 4/13/2020 

Lesson 1 
 Some things to do DAILY: Practice your high frequency word flashcards. Words of the 

week: she, all, over, when, her, some (practice the others from lessons 1-23, let Miss Sally 
know if you need more copies of these! They are easy to lose and easy to replace!) 

 Cut and practice your ABC flashcards. (Daily until mastered.) Can you name all the upper and 
lowercase letters? Can you say the sounds each letter makes? (Each vowel has a short sound 
and a long sound like hat versus ape and red verses versus each. The long vowels say the 
name of the letter.) 

 Separate the sounds in words for your kindergartener: you say-“n-e-s-t”. They blend the word 
together and say “nest”. Do this for: big, egg, tree, net, cat, and beach (b-ea-ch) 

 Play with words: say the word net. Now ask them what happens when the n sound turns to an 
s sound. Then change cat to bat, lot to pot, but to cut, and fish to dish in the same way. (None 
of this requires any writing, it helps to develop an ear for the sounds in words! 

 Read the book I copied for you, The Flower and complete the response page that is with it. 

 Vocabulary: discuss some of these vocabulary words: ripen, wiggle, muscles, notice, tadpole, 
stared, gills, hatch, shrink, bank (like a river bank). Talk about what they mean and how to 
use them. 

 Listen to the story Oscar and the Frog by Geoff Waring: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFv3GeI7DcQ 
Discuss: This is an informational book. What information is inside of it? What do you know 
about how plants and animals grow? 

 Review the sounds the letters make with our Zoophonics song routine: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HP85wRv3M40 (the kids know the motions for each 
letter sound). Review that Ellie Elephant makes the sound for the letter e. Have your child 
draw a picture of an egg, a cow, a cat, and an ox (feel free to assist, or use an image from the 
internet! ) Help your child to label the picture with the correct letter the image starts with. 
Help them use their letter sounds to make the right choice. 

 Read the stories I copied and sent: The Vegetable Garden, In the Garden, and A City Garden.) 
Students should try to read as much of the stories as they can on their own, but many 
will need help. Keep working on using letter sounds to figure out the words on the 
page. Reading these stories more than once helps students become good readers. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFv3GeI7DcQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HP85wRv3M40
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Lesson 2  Say the sounds of the letters in the following words. For example in web say: “W-E-B” and 
your child will say the word, “web!”   

web, sun, hen, rock (r-o-ck), fan, cot, six, jam 
Then reverse the roles! You say the word and have your child segment out each sound. 

 Play with words by substituting new letter sounds: Say the word tub to your child. Ask them 
what happens if you add the sound /k/. They will say the word “cub”. 

Change: /s/ in six to /m/ mix 
/sh/ in shell to /t/ tell 
/b/in bag to /r/ rag 
/g/ in got to /n/ not    (Anytime you spend playing around with rhyming and 
changing letter sounds in words helps your child’s reading skills grow! No writing on 
this it is all to develop our ear for the sounds in words.) 

 Go to your Reader’s Notebook Volume 2   
Page: 48, Trace the letter E (upper and lowercase). Listen for the letter /e/ sound. Talk 
about where in the word that you hear the /e/ sound. (Not in door, and not the silent 
e in vine.) 

 Listen to Zinnia’s Garden  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J78U14jkjzY 
Discuss the story and the process of growing a garden.  

Lesson 3  Blending: You say the sounds in the words, your child says the word.  
You say: /h/-/u/-/m/  
They say: hum!  
Do these words: hum, dig, met, tan, duck (d-u-ck), and shop (sh-o-p). 

 Segmenting: Ask, “What sounds do you hear in _____?”  Your child will break up the word 
into its sounds. (This is all done aloud, no pencil and paper!) 

gas g-a-s 
tap t-a-p 
lock l-o-ck 
check ch-e-ck 
pet p-e-t 
sip s-i-p 

 Use your letter flashcards to sound out the words pet and men. (Put down one letter at a time 
and practice the sounds, then blend the sounds together.) P-E-T pet    M-E-N men 

 Once your child is more confident with the process above, work with these words: get, jet, 
red, bed, men, ten. Try to get to a point where your child can identify each word quickly! 

Read these sentences: “We get a red bed.” “Ten men see the jet.” Keep practicing until it is smooth! 

 Go to Reader’s Notebook Volume 2 page 49 (the same workbook from yesterday). Circle the 
words with the letter e in them. Feel free to do p. 50, referring back to yesterday’s story, 
Zinnia’s Garden. Discuss the sequence of events.  

 Talk about long e words. Remind them that long vowels say their name. Show them, say: “eat, 
peel, me, speak. Say these words and ask them if they hear the long e sound: (red words do 
not have a long e sound) see, peel, ten, week, met, deep. See if they can find the words with 
long e: leaf, speck, weep, leg, beg,  peek 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J78U14jkjzY
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Feel free to explore these reading apps any time:  

 Epic! books for kids  

 Imagine Learning  

 Istation  

 

 Read “My Pet Dog” on p. 126 in your textbook (the one with “Return to Naples” and a 
barcode on the front. Students should try to use letter sounds to figure out as many words on 
their own as they can! 

Lesson 4  Read “Ben and Jen” in your textbook (with the “return to Naples sticker…) page 132. Keep 
practicing until it is smooth.  

 Listen to the books about gardening from our assignments section in Epic! They are labeled 
under assignments in Epic as 4.13.20. Take one or more of the quizzes on those books. Write 
down some of the steps to making a garden grow. If you can, send a picture to Miss Sally of 
your writing.  

 Extra project idea: With a grown up’s help, research an animal or plant. What does it need to 
live? Write to us about it and send a picture to Miss Sally if you can. We would love to have 
you share during morning meeting too!  Feel free to search for books on Epic! on your topic. 


